JENSEN HUGHES | COVID-19 SURGE CAPACITY PROGRAM

SURGE SUPPORT

for COVID-19
CATASTROPHIC SURGE CAPACITY ASSESSMENTS FOR HEALTH
SYSTEMS + HOSPITALS

Our Expertise

Healthcare facilities are continually facing new challenges preparing for and
responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. In these unprecedented times, our healthcare
organizations must take immediate actions to support the patient surge and rapid
expansion of patient space within their facilities.

+ FIRE AND BUILDING SAFETY
+ RISK AND HAZARDS
+ EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
+ SECURITY

Our experts have been working side-by-side with many healthcare organizations
to prepare for, respond to and recover from this emergency. The COVID-19 pandemic
has stressed day-to-day emergency preparedness efforts and emergency operations,
and we want you to know that we are still here for you.

+ FORENSICS

Our Global Reach

We are prepared to continue our support of the healthcare industry by adapting the
way we do business and modifying our services to better support our healthcare
organizations. To address the immediate surge challenges, we have modified our
Catastrophic Surge Capacity Program to offer both a full assessment as well as a
specialized assessment.
Our Catastrophic Surge Capacity will include a review of the ‘5 S’s’:
+

Space: How many patients in the area by room/bay — down to specific
room numbers and options

+

Staff: For inpatient area or depending on acuity planned for the area
this addresses nurses, RTs, PCAs/PCTs, etc

+

Stuff: Beds, tap bells, oxygen splitters, suction, etc

+

Systems: Processes for the unit/area and Command Center Tools

+

Safety: review discussion to ensure appropriate safety measures
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While the COVID-19 pandemic is the primary focus at this time, the approach is based
on the following all-hazard scenarios: Internal Surge (fire or other disaster forcing
horizontal evacuation), External Surge (receiving patients from nearby evacuating
hospitals), Mass Casualty events and Epidemic/Pandemic events.

1400+

EMPLOYEES
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Survey results will drill down into short and long-term capabilities to expand bed
capacity along with staffing, equipment and other resources needed to accommodate
the surge.

About Us

Surge deliverables will include:
+

Unit/Area-specific surge guidelines, including space, staff, stuff and systems

+

Aggregate surge information for use in a Command Center setting

+

Aggregate data on the required resources and assets to implement the surge

RPA, a Jensen Hughes
company is a dedicated
team of fire safety,
emergency management
and code compliance
experts with over 40 years
experience working
PRICE:
BASED
ON HOSPITAL
exclusively
in healthcare
BED
COUNT
at more than 3,000 locations.

With our adapted service, you have options:
 ption A: Full Assessment Have a full assessment, completed as soon as possible,
O
to support existing surge decision-making taking place with specific details. Detailed
reporting and an online tool for updates to the surge approach will be made available.
This will be designed to complement your existing surge capacity plan and strategies.

+
+

 ption B: Specialized/Focused Assessment On-site review of specific areas within
O
the hospital that would enhance the current surge capacity planning and provide
counsel on existing internal strategies.

+
+

RPA Navigator — Technology for Emergency Management
With an increasing number of disasters, as well as the
growing size of health systems resulting from mergers
and acquisitions, the need for real-time coordination,
communication and response across departments and
facilities continues to rise. RPA Navigator technology
is built from the experiences that we and our clients
have had in disaster exercises, actual disasters and
fires, and accreditation/licensure survey outcomes.
The result of this vast experience is that RPA
Navigator provides a powerful technology solution
for emergency management, including Full
Building Evacuations and Surge Assessments.

Fewer than 100 beds:
$2,700.00
101 - 250 beds:
$3,800.00
251 - 400 beds:
$6,000.00
401+: discussion needed
to determine price

Note: each fee structure includes
$500.00 of technology fees.

How Can We Help You?
Caitlin Battis
+

MANAGER , BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

+1 860 390 1942
caitlin.battis@jensenhughes.com

jensenhughes.com
phillipsllc.com
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